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A dataset on Voice Quality, Tone, and Vowel Quality in the Bor South dialect of Dinka 
 

Bert Remijsen, Mirella L. Blum, Jon Pen de Ngong 
 
This document describes a dataset designed to examine Voice Quality (Modal vs. Breathy), Tone (Low vs. High) and Vowel Quality 
(/i,e,ɛ,a,ɔ,o,u/) in the Bor South dialect of Dinka. The contrasts of Voice Quality and Tone are orthogonally crossed, yielding 
minimal sets like the one in Table 1.1 The full set of materials is listed in Appendix to this document. 
 
Table 1. A minimal set for Voice Quality and Tone in Dinka.  

 Low tone High tone 
Modal voice /rɛɛ̀ɛr/ ‘split:NF’ /rɛɛ́ɛr/ ‘arid.land’ 
Breathy voice /rɛ ɛ̀ɛr/ ‘go.berserk:NF’ /rɛ ɛ́ɛr/ ‘sit’ 

 
Within each set, the four words differ exclusively in terms of Voice Quality (Modal vs. Breathy) and Tone (Low vs. High). 
Otherwise, they are identical: they consist of a single closed syllable; the vowel is Overlong (Dinka has three levels of Vowel 
Length); and the segmental composition is the same within each set. Our initial dataset included a total of 30 such sets. Their 
segmental composition is outlined in Table 2. 
  

                                                 
1 In the transcription, the specification for tone and voice quality relates to the vowel as a whole, even though they are transcribed as diacritics on the first 
vowel character. 
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Table 2. Segmental composition for the 30 minimal sets. Set e5 (/ceeen/) was withdrawn in the course of data collection.  
i ɛ ɛ a ɔ o u 
mVVVt (i1) 
dVVVr (i2) 
cVVVr (i3) 
lVVVr (i4) 

kVVVt (e1) 
dVVVm (e2)- 
rVVVt (e3) 
lVVVr (e4) 
cVVVn (e5) 

bVVVr (ɛ1) 
rVVVr (ɛ2) 
gVVVr (ɛ3) 
dVVVr (ɛ4) 

bVVVr (a1) 
lVVVk (a2) 
cVVVr (a3) 
kVVVŋ (a4) 

tVVVŋ (ɔ1) 
kVVVc (ɔ2) 
ɰVVVc (ɔ3) 
rVVVk (ɔ4) 
 

tVVVk (o1) 
kVVVl (o2) 
kVVVt (o3) 
rVVVr (o4) 
ɰVVVc (o5)- 

kVVVm (u1) 
bVVVt (u2) 
lVVVŋ (u3) 
tV̪VVr (u4) 

 
The vowel /u/ does not contrast for Voice Quality (it is invariably Breathy), so for /u/ minimal sets consist of just two members. 
Also, the /ceeen/ set was withdrawn during data collection (speakers did not know the lexical items, and the realisation was variable 
with some speakers realising a /j/ in the onset). This means that only 29 sets were elicited from all speakers: 4 sets for each of the 
vowels /i,e,ɛ,a,ɔ,u/, and 5 sets for the vowel /o/. Finally, in the case of the /ciiir/ and /liiir/ sets, we superfluously collected some of 
the members of the minimal sets through more than one lexical-morphological form, because we used some homophonous forms as 
stepping stones to elicit more complex grammatical forms. The two lexical items in question are distinguished by starting repetition 
numbering from 01 for one lexical-morphological form and from 11 for the other; this difference is signposted in the filenames of 
the materials. The target words composing the 29 sets were embedded in sentence-final position, after which the speakers also 
produced the target word by themselves. 
We elicited the dataset was elicited from eight speakers in a semi-randomized order. Nouns, transitive verbs and intransitive verbs 
were elicited in separate blocks, in that order. Both within and across these blocks, members of minimal sets were kept apart. This 
semi-randomized order was reversed within each of the three blocks (nouns, transitives, intransitives) for half of the speakers, to 
balance out order of presentation effects.  
The speakers were all native speakers of the Bor South dialect of Dinka, a fact established via a questionnaire before data collection. 
Within this dialect, the community themselves make further division between two areas, Gok and Athööc. Our speakers are divided 
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equally between these variants. However, we did not note any difference as a function of this division and hence ignored it in the 
analysis. Table 3 below provides some relevant information. 
 
Table 3. Information re. the speakers. 

Speaker No Month of recording Sex Variety Elicitation order 
1 Dec 21 Male Athööc Forward 
2 Oct 21 Male Gok Backward 
3 Oct 21 Female Gok Forward 
4 Dec 21 Male Gok Backward 
5 Dec 21 Male Gok Forward 
6 Dec 21 Male Athööc Backward 
7 Dec 21 Male Athööc Forward 
8 Dec 21 Female Athööc Backward 

 
Before the actual recording session, on a previous day, we had a preparatory session, in which we went through the complete 
elicitation list without recording. It is during this preparatory session that we went through informed consent and collected the 
questionnaire information. This session also enabled us to ascertain whether a candidate speaker would be able to do the task 
successfully. In addition to the 8 speakers who were recorded, we embarked with the preparatory session with another six speakers 
with whom we did not record the material, because they did not know several of the target words.  
The elicitation procedure went as follows, both during the preparatory session and during the actual recording session. The materials 
were elicited in sentence-final context, after which we asked the speaker to produce the utterance-final word by itself, yielding an 
isolation realisation. We elicited the target sentences in the first instance through English, asking the speaker to translate the word in 
a sentence. If the speaker used a synonym, we explained the meaning further, in English and if need be in Dinka (the third author, 
himself a native speaker of Dinka, was present in all sessions). We also had on hand a slide show with the target words in the Dinka 
orthography (which distinguishes Voice Quality, but neither the ternary Vowel Length contrast nor the Tone contrast). We never 
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uttered the target word as an example for the speaker to repeat during the recording session, though we did so very rarely during the 
preparatory session which took place on a different day. We estimate this happened around 15 times across the preparatory sessions 
with all of the speakers who were recorded. During the recording session, we collected between one and three repetitions 
(realisations).  
All speakers were recorded in Nairobi, where they were resident. The data were collected from most speakers in a quiet room; and 
from speakers 2 and 3 in a recording studio. The third author was invariably with the speaker. In relation to data collection from 
speakers 2 and 3, there was also a recordist, and first and second authors elicited over video call; in relation to the other five 
speakers, both first and third authors were with the speaker in Nairobi. All recordings were made using a Marantz PMD 661 solid 
state recorder and Shure SM10A headset mounted microphone, at 48kHz and a bit depth of 16. 
The structure of the file names is illustrated by the following example: 01_rEEEr_br_high_isol_01.wav. It is structured as follows: 
[SpeakerNo]_[MinimalSet]_[VoiceQuality]_[Tone]_[Context]_[RepetitionNo].[extension. The first field, the Speaker Number, ranges 
from 01 to 08 (cf. Table 3). In the second field, MinimalSet shows the segmentals, with /ɛ/ as E and /ɔ/ as O. The /hoooc/ set is 
transcribed in the second field of the filename as hooozc, because there is also a /hɔɔɔc/ set, which is transcribed in the second field 
of the file name as hOOOc; we were concerned that some applications might not handle file names in a case-sensitive manner. 
VoiceQuality is either mod for modal or br for breathy. Tone is either low or high. Context is either isol for isolation or sent for 
sentence. RepetitionNo is mostly 01 or 02; it very rarely goes higher. In the case of the /ciiir/ and /liiir/ sets, where we superfluously 
collected some of the members of the minimal sets through more than one lexical-morphological form, these are distinguished by 
starting repetition numbering from 01 for the one lexical-morphological form and from 11 for the other. This is signposted in the 
Appendix. 
In a first phase of processing, all usable realisations (i.e., those uttered fluently without noise disruption) were stored as separate 
wav files, distinguishing realisations through the repetition number. In a subsequent phase, that of segmentation, only a single 
realisation was retained, namely the one with the greatest intensity at the mid point of the target vowel; therefore, the number of 
TextGrids is smaller than the number of wav files. We segmented the vowel of the target word as ‘n’; in the sentence context forms, 
we additionally segmented all of the preceding utterance as ‘p.’ 
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The total number of types per speaker is 216. For the vowels /i,e,ɛ,a,ɔ/, we have four sets for each of four combinations of Tone and 
Voice quality (5*4*4 = 80); for the vowel /o/, we have five sets for the same four combinations (5*4 = 20); for the vowel /u/ we 
have four sets for two levels of Tone, as Voice quality is not contrastive for this vowel (4*2=8). Hence the total number of target 
words is 108. These were elicited in two contexts (isolation, sentence), yielding 216 types. These were collected from each of the 8 
speakers, resulting in an intended total of 1728 types. The number of token wav files is greater, as there are repetitions for many 
types.  
Following segmentation, in which a single token was retained for each type, we had only 1700, indicating that there were 28 
missing values These are divided fairly evenly across the dataset, with no strong weighting to a particular speaker or a particular 
vowel. Analysing the gaps, the number of missing values varies between speakers from zero to eight per speaker (out of 216). With 
respect to the minimal sets, the number of missing values varies between zero and four (out of 64, unless the vowel is /u/, in which 
case this is out of 32). And considering the combinations of speakers and vowels, any gaps are invariably limited to one of the 
four—or, in the case of /o/, five—minimals sets. That is, all speakers have, for any of the seven vowels, all combinations of Tone, 
Voice Quality and Context for at least three minimal sets. 
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Appendix: The materials, by vowel and minimal set 
Within this Appendix, transcriptions appear in surface phonological form. While the surface phonological form of each target word 
matches its underlying specification, other words in the sentences may not be transcribed with their underlying tonal specification. 
This is because there are numerous tonal processes in the Bor South variety of Dinka. For example, the Fall tone is realized as a 
High tone utterance-medially; the result is that bjɔɔ̂ɔŋ, ‘apron,’ is realized within our dataset as bjɔɔ́ɔŋ. Another example is the 
declarative prefix ǎ, which interacts with the following tonal context, and is thus sometimes realized as à. 
 

i1  CV́VVC míiit ‘pull:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k míiit […] míiit ‘Deng will pull the goat/sheep.’ 
CV ́VVC mi  íit ‘tighten:B:NOM’ ǎ-nɔŋ̀ mi  íit […] mi  íit ‘There is tightening (of the drum).’ 
CV̀VVC mìiit ‘pull:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k jo ̀ok ku ̀ mìiit […] mìiit ‘Deng will find the goat/sheep and then he’ll pull.’ 
CV ̀VVC mi  ìit ‘rainbow’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ mi  ìit […] mi  ìit ‘Deng is looking at the rainbow / firefly.’ 
 

i2 CV́VVC díiir ‘make.worry:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc díiir […] díiir ‘Deng will make the man worry.’ 
CV ́VVC di  íir ‘submerge:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    to ̀oɲ di  íir […] di  íir ‘Deng will submerge the pot.’ 
CV̀VVC dìiir ‘‘make.worry:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc jo ̀ok ku ̀ dìiir […] dìiir ‘Deng will find the man and then he’ll make him worry.’ 
CV ̀VVC di  ìir ‘submerge:3SG’ deeŋ à-bi    to ̀oɲ jo ̀ok ku ̀ di  ìir […] di  ìir ‘Deng will find the pot and then he will submerge it.’ 
 

i3 CV́VVC 
(both) 

cíiir ‘pour:NF’ 
cíiir ‘narrate:NF’ 

dèeŋ à-bi    cáa cíiir […] cíiir ‘Deng will pour the milk.’ # Rep. no. from 11 
dèeŋ à-bi    wɛ ɛ̀t cíiir […] cíiir ‘Deng will lay out the issue.’ # Rep. no. from 01 

CV ́VVC ci  íir ‘pour:B:NOM’ dèeŋ ǎ-tàk ci  íir […] ci  íir ‘There is filling (e.g. e  ̀go ̀m ‘of closed gourd’).’ # Rep. no. from 11 
CV̀VVC cìiir ‘big.river.SG’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ cìiir […] cìiir ‘Deng is looking at the big river.’ 
CV ̀VVC ci  ìir ‘thorny.tree’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ ci  ìir […] ci  ìir ‘Deng is looking at the thorny tree.’ 
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i4 CV́VVC 
(both) 

líiir ‘cut.in.strips:NF’ 
líiir ‘ear.gland’ 

dèeŋ à-bi    ri   iŋ líiir […] líiir ‘Deng will cut the meat into strips.’ # Rep. no. from 11 
dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ líiir […] líiir  ‘Deng is looking at the ear gland’ # Rep. no. from 01 

CV ́VVC li  íir ‘make.cloudy:NF’ pjɔl̀ à-bi    pìɲ li  íir […] li ́ iir ‘The clouds will make the place dark.’ (reduce visibility)   
CV̀VVC lìiir ‘cut.in.strips:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    ri   iŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ lìiir […] lìiir ‘Deng will find the meat and then he will cut it.’ # Rep. no. from 11 
CV ̀VVC li  ìir ‘jump.over:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tìim jo ̀ok ku ̀ li  ìir […] li  ìir ‘Deng will find the tree and then jump over it.’ 
 

u1 CV ́VVC ku ́uum ‘govern:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc ku ́uum […] ku ́uum ‘Deng will judge a man.’ 
CV ̀VVC ku ̀uum ‘govern:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc jo ̀ok ku ̀ ku ̀uum […] ku ̀uum ‘Deng will find the man and then he will judge him.’ 
 

u2 CV ́VVC bu ́uut ‘soak:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaaw bu ́uut […] bu ́uut ‘Deng will soak the sorghum (grain kernel).’ 
CV ̀VVC bu ̀uut ‘soak:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaaw jo ̀ok ku  ̀bu ̀uut […] bu ̀uut ‘Deng will find the sorghum plant and then he will soak it.’ 
 

u3 CV ́VVC lu ́uuŋ ‘turn.over:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    to ̀oɲ lu ́uuŋ […] lu ́uuŋ ‘Deng will turn over the pot.’ 
CV ̀VVC lu ̀uuŋ ‘turn.over:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    to ̀oɲ jo ̀ok ku ̀ lu ̀uuŋ […] lu ̀uuŋ ‘Deng will find the pot and then he will turn it over.’ 
 

u4 CV ́VVC tu̪ ́uur ‘take.picture:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaan tu̪ ́uur […] tu̪ ́uur ‘Deng will take a picture of a person.’ 
CV ̀VVC tu̪ ̀uur ‘take.picture:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaan jo ̀ok ku ̀ tu̪ ̀uur […] tu̪ ̀uur ‘Deng will find the person and then he will take a picture.’ 
 

e1 CV́VVC kéeet ‘sew:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    bjɔɔ́ɔŋ kéeet […] kéeet ‘Deng will sew the apron.’ 
CV ́VVC ke éet ‘carry.on.shoulder:NF’ déeŋ à-bi    rɛ  ɛc ke éet […] ke éet ‘Deng will carry the fish (sg) on the shoulder.’ 
CV̀VVC kèeet ‘sew:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    bjɔɔ́ɔŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ kèeet […] kèeet ‘Deng will find the apron and then he will sew it.’ 
CV ̀VVC ke èet ‘sew:PET:3SG’ 

ke èet ‘carry.on.shoulder:3SG’ 
dèeŋ à-bi    bjɔɔ́ɔŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ ke èet […] ke èet ‘Deng will look at the cloth and then he will sew it for me.’ 
dèeŋ à-bi    rɛ  ɛc jo ̀ok ku ̀ ke èet […] ke èet ‘Deng will find the fish and carried it on the shoulder.’ 
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e2 CV́VVC déeem ‘tie.bundle:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    nòoon déeem […] déeem ‘Deng will tie the grass into bundles.’ (thatch for roof covering) 

CV ́VVC de éem ‘tie.bundle:B:NOM’ dèeŋ ǎ-tàk de éem […] de éem ‘Deng remembers the tying (e.g. -dja ‘for me’) 
CV̀VVC dèeem ‘tie.bundle:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    nòoon jo ̀ok ku ̀ dèeem […] dèeem ‘Deng will find the grass and then he’ll tie it into bundles.’ 
CV ̀VVC de èem ‘tie.bundle:PET:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    nòoon jo ̀ok ku ̀ de èem […] de èem ‘Deng will find the grass and then he’ll tie it into bundles 

(tie in bundle and then / for us).’ 
 

e3 CV́VVC réeet ‘rip:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    bjɔɔ́ɔŋ réeet […] réeet ‘Deng will rip the cloth.’ 
CV ́VVC re éet ‘razorblade:SG’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ re éet […] re éet ‘There is a razorblade.’ 
CV̀VVC rèeet ‘rip:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    bjɔɔ́ɔŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ rèeet […] rèeet ‘Deng will find the cloth and then he will rip it.’ 
CV ̀VVC re èet ‘rip:PET:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    bjɔɔ́ɔŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ re èet […] re èet ‘Deng will find the cloth and then he will rip it (in this direction)’ 
 

e4 CV́VVC léeer ‘roll:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    tìim léeer […] léeer ‘Deng will roll the wood.’ 
CV ́VVC le éer ‘torture’ dèeŋ ǎ-gùm le éer […] le éer ‘Deng is suffering from torture.’  
CV̀VVC lèeer ‘roll:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tìim jo ̀ok ku ̀ lèeer […] lèeer ‘Deng will find the wood and then he will roll it.’ 
CV ̀VVC le èer ‘roll:PET:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tìim jo ̀ok ku ̀ le èer […] le èer ‘Deng will find the wood and then he will roll it (this way).’ 
 

e5 
(taken 
out) 

CV́VVC céeen ‘curse/bless:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaan céeen […] céeen ‘Deng will curse/bless a person.’ 
CV ́VVC ce éen ‘curse:B:NOM’ dèeŋ ǎ-tàk ce éen […] céeen  ‘Deng is remembering the passing on of blessings.’ (Someone about to die; 

relatives are present and receive the blessing.) 
CV̀VVC cèeen ‘curse:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaan jo ̀ok ku ̀ cèeen […] cèeen ‘Deng will find a person and then he will curse them.’ 
CV ̀VVC ce èen ‘curse:PET:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    ràaan jo ̀ok ku ̀ ce èen […] ce èen ‘Deng will find a person and then he will curse them to come.’ 
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o1 
 

CV́VVC tóook ‘make.fire:NF’ Deeŋ à-bi    màac tóook […] tóook ‘Deng will light the fire.’ 
CV ́VVC to ́ook ‘crack:NF’ Deeŋ à-bi    ròooŋ to ́ook […] to ́ook ‘Deng will crack the nutshell.’ 
CV̀VVC tòook ‘make.fire:3SG’ Deeŋ à-bi    màac jo ̀ok ku ̀ tòook […] tòook ‘Deng will find at the fire and then he will light it.’ 
CV ̀VVC to ̀ook ‘crack:3SG’ Deeŋ à-bi    ròooŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ to ̀ook […] to ̀ook ‘Deng will find the nutshell and then he will crack it.’ 
 

o2 CV́VVC kóool ‘take.away:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k kóool […] kóool ‘Deng will take away the goat.’ 
CV ́VVC ko ́ool ‘goad:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc ko ́ool […] ko ́ool ‘Deng will goad (=provoke into argument) a man.’ 
CV̀VVC kòool ‘take.away:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k jo ̀ok kù kòool […] kòool ‘Deng will find the goat and then he will take it away.’ 
CV ̀VVC ko ̀ool ‘goad:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc jòok ku ̀ ko ̀ool […] ko ̀ool ‘Deng will find a man and then he will goad him.’ 
 

o3 CV́VVC kóoot ‘cultivate:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    mèt ̪kóoot […] kóoot ‘Deng will take care of the children.’ 
CV ́VVC ko ́oot ‘guzzle:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    mja  ak ko ́oot […] ko ́oot ‘Deng will guzzle the milk fat.’ 
CV̀VVC kòoot ‘cultivate:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mèt ̪jo ̀ok ku ̀ kòoot […] kòoot ‘Deng will find the child and then he will take care of it.’ 
CV ̀VVC ko ̀oot ‘shield:PL’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ ko ̀oot […] ko òot ‘Deng is looking at the shields.’ 
 

o4 CV́VVC róoor ‘make.barren:NF’ be êc à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k róoor […] róoor ‘The illness will make the goat barren.’ 
CV ́VVC ro ́oor ‘be.desperate:NF’ cɔḱ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k ro ́oor […] ro ́oor ‘Hunger will make the goat desperate (for food or drink).’ 
CV̀VVC ròoor ‘forest’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ ròoor […] ròoor ‘Deng is looking at the forest.’ 
CV ̀VVC ro ̀oor ‘men’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ ro ̀oor […] ro ̀oor ‘Deng is looking at the men.’ 
 

o5 CV́VVC ɰóooc ‘relocate:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ɔ̀k ɰóooc […] ɰóooc ‘Deng will relocate the goat.’ 
CV ́VVC ɰo ́ooc ‘drag:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ɔ̀k ɰo ́ooc […] ɰo ́ooc ‘Deng will drag the goat.’ 
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CV̀VVC ɰòooc ‘relocate:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k jo ̀ok ku ̀ ɰòooc […] ɰòooc ‘Deng will find the goat and then he will relocate it.’ 
CV ̀VVC ɰo ̀ooc ‘drag:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k jo ̀ok ku ̀ ɰo ̀ooc […] ɰo ̀ooc ‘Deng will find the goat and then he will drag it.’ 
 

ɛ1 CV́VVC bɛɛ́ɛr ‘lake:LOC’ dèeŋ à-lɔ ́bɛɛ́ɛr […] bɛɛ́ɛr ‘Deng is going into the lake.’ 
CV ́VVC bɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘long:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    bɛ ɛ́ɛr […] bɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘Deng will be tall.’  
CV̀VVC bɛɛ̀ɛr ‘take.along:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc jo ̀ok ku ̀ bɛɛ̀ɛr […] bɛɛ̀ɛr ‘Deng will find the man and take him along.’  
CV ̀VVC bɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘take.along:PET:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc jo ̀ok ku ̀ bɛ ɛ̀ɛr […] bɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘Deng will find the man and bring him along this way.’ 
 

ɛ2 CV́VVC rɛɛ́ɛr ‘arid.land’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ rɛɛ́ɛr […] rɛɛ́ɛr ‘Deng is looking at arid land.’ 
CV ́VVC rɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘sit’ dèeŋ èe rɛ ɛ́ɛr […] rɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘Deng was sitting.’  
CV̀VVC rɛɛ̀ɛr ‘split.open:NF’ ŋɔŕ à-bi    rɛɛ̀ɛr […] rɛɛ̀ɛr ‘The beans will split.’ 
CV ̀VVC rɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘go.berserk:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    rɛ ɛ̀ɛr […] rɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘Deng will go out of control.’   
 

ɛ3 CV́VVC gɛɛ́ɛr ‘extension (bldg)’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ gɛɛ́ɛr […] gɛɛ́ɛr ‘Deng is looking at the extension.’ 
CV ́VVC gɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘scarify:NOM’ dèeŋ ǎ-tàk gɛ ɛ́ɛr […] gɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘Deng is remembering scarifying / initiation.’  
CV̀VVC gɛɛ̀ɛr ‘drive:1SG’ án bi    rja àj jo ̀ok ku ̀ gɛɛ̀ɛr […] gɛɛ̀ɛr ‘I will find the car and then I will drive it.’ 
CV ̀VVC gɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘drive:PET:1SG’ án bi    rja àj jo ̀ok ku ̀ gɛ ɛ̀ɛr […] gɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘I will find the car and then I will drive it (this way).’ 
 

ɛ4 CV́VVC dɛɛ́ɛr ‘edible.gourd’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ dɛɛ́ɛr […] dɛɛ́ɛr ‘Deng is looking at the gourd.’ 
CV ́VVC dɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘electric.fish’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ dɛ ɛ́ɛr […] dɛ ɛ́ɛr ‘Deng is looking at the electric fish.’  
CV̀VVC dɛɛ̀ɛr ‘tie:1SG’ án bi    náaaj jo ̀ok ku ̀ dɛɛ̀ɛr […] dɛɛ̀ɛr ‘I will find the rope and then tie it.’ 
CV ̀VVC dɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘catch.up:1SG’ án bi    dèeŋ jo ̀ok ku ̀ dɛ ɛ̀ɛr […] dɛ ɛ̀ɛr ‘I will find Deng and catch up with him.’ 
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ɔ1 CV́VVC tɔɔ́ɔŋ ‘wars:GEN’ dèeŋ ǎ-tàk gwɔ m̀ e  ̀tɔɔ́ɔŋ […] tɔɔ́ɔŋ ‘Deng remembers the suffering of wars.’ 
CV ́VVC tɔ ɔ́ɔŋ ‘beyond.high.point:DEST’ àkɔ ɔ̀l à-lɔ ́tɔ ɔ́ɔŋ […] tɔ ɔ́ɔŋ ‘The sun is going beyond zenith.’ 
CV̀VVC tɔɔ̀ɔŋ ‘knock:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    rja àj jo ̀ok ku ̀ tɔɔ̀ɔŋ […] tɔɔ̀ɔŋ ‘Deng will find the car and then he will knock.’ 
CV ̀VVC tɔ ɔ̀ɔŋ ‘bid.goodbye:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    mòc jo ̀ok ku ̀ tɔ ɔ̀ɔŋ […] tɔ ɔ̀ɔŋ ‘Deng has found the man and then he said goodbye.’ 
 

ɔ2 CV́VVC kɔɔ́ɔc ‘mend:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    kwɔɔ̀ɔt kɔɔ́ɔc […] kɔɔ́ɔc ‘Deng will mend the gourd.’ 
CV ́VVC kɔ ɔ́ɔc ‘stand:NF’ dɛɛ̀ŋ à-bi    kɔ ɔ́ɔc […] kɔ ɔ́ɔc ‘Deng will stand / stop / run for election / ghost marry.’ 
CV̀VVC kɔɔ̀ɔc ‘mend:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    kwɔɔ̀ɔt jo ̀ok ku  ̀kɔɔ̀ɔc […] kɔɔ̀ɔc ‘Deng will find the gourd and then he will mend it.’ 
CV ̀VVC kɔ ɔ̀ɔc ‘ghost marriage, sacrifice’  dèeŋ ǎ-tàk kɔ ɔ̀ɔc […] kɔ ɔ̀ɔc ‘Deng remembers a ghost marriage.’ 
 

ɔ3 CV́VVC ɰɔɔ́ɔc ‘buy:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k ɰɔɔ́ɔc […] ɰɔɔ́ɔc ‘Deng will buy the goat.’ 
CV ́VVC ɰɔ ɔ́ɔc ‘carry.on.head:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    ɰɔ ɔ́ɔc / ɰɛ ɛ́ɛc […] ɰɔ ɔ́ɔc ‘Deng will be carrying on the head.’ 
CV̀VVC ɰɔɔ̀ɔc ‘buy:3SG’ dèeŋ à-bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k jo ̀ok ku ̀ ɰɔɔ̀ɔc […] ɰɔɔ̀ɔc ‘Deng will find the goat and then he will buy it.’ 
CV ̀VVC ɰɔ ɔ̀ɔc ‘drag:PET:1SG’ án bi    tɔ̪ ɔ̀k jo ̀ok ku ̀ ɰɔ ɔ̀ɔc […] ɰɔ ɔ̀ɔc ‘I will find the goat and then he will drag it this way.’ 
 

ɔ4 CV́VVC rɔɔ́ɔk ‘town:LOC’ kɔɔ́c ǎ-tɔ  ̀rɔɔ́ɔk […] rɔɔ́ɔk ‘The people are in the town.’ 
CV ́VVC rɔ ɔ́ɔk ‘go.upstream’ dèeŋ èe rɔ ɔ́ɔk […] rɔ ɔ́ɔk ‘Deng was going upstream.’ 
CV̀VVC rɔɔ̀ɔk ‘town:PL’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ rɔɔ̀ɔk […] rɔɔ̀ɔk ‘Deng is looking at the towns.’ 
CV ̀VVC rɔ ɔ̀ɔk ‘go.upstream:PET:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    rja àj rɔ ɔ̀ɔk […] rɔ ɔ̀ɔk ‘Deng will row the boat upstream in this direction.’ 
 

a1 CV́VVC báaar ‘lake’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ báaar […] báaar ‘Deng is looking at the lake.’ 
CV ́VVC ba áar ‘greedy:NF’ ŋɔ  ɔ̀ɔŋ à-bi    mòc ba áar […] ba áar ‘Poverty will make the man greedy.’ 
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CV̀VVC bàaar ‘take.along:1SG’ án bi    mòc jo ̀ok ku ̀ bàaar […] bàaar ‘I will find the man and take/bring him along.’  
CV ̀VVC ba àar ‘tall’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ tìim ba àar […] ba àar ‘Deng is looking at a tall tree.’ 
 

a2 CV́VVC láaak ‘downstream’ dèeŋ à-lɔ  láaak […] láaak ‘Deng goes downstream.’ 
CV ́VVC la áak ‘saliva:GEN’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ cìn e  ̀la áak […] la áak ‘Deng sees the colour of the saliva.’  
CV̀VVC làaak ‘wash:1SG’ án bi    mèet ̪jo ̀ok ku ̀ làaak […] làaak ‘I will find the child and then I will wash it.’  
CV ̀VVC la àak ‘belt’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ la àak […] la àak ‘Deng is looking at the belt.’ 
 

a3 CV́VVC cáaar ‘examine:NF’ dèeŋ à-bi    mèt ̪cáaar […] cáaar ‘Deng will examine the child.’ 
CV ́VVC ca áar ‘road’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ ca áar […] ca áar ‘Deng is looking at the road.’  
CV̀VVC càaar ‘examine:1SG’ án bi    mèet ̪jo ̀ok ku ̀ càaar […] càaar ‘I will find the child and then I will examine it.’  
CV ̀VVC ca àar ‘examination’ ǎ-nɔŋ̀ ca àar […] ca àar ‘There is divination.’ 
 

a4 CV́VVC káaaŋ ‘harden:NF’ màac à-bi    to ̀oɲ káaaŋ […] káaaŋ ‘The fire will harden the pot.’ 
CV ́VVC ka áaŋ ‘Kang’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ ka áaŋ […] ka áaŋ ‘Deng is looking at Kang.’ 
CV̀VVC kàaaŋ ‘trumpet (horn)’ dèeŋ ǎ-ti  ŋ̀ kàaaŋ […] kàaaŋ ‘Deng is looking at the trumpet.’ 
CV ̀VVC ka àaŋ ‘remind.re.debt:1SG’ án bi    ràaan jo ̀ok ku ̀ ka àaŋ […] ka àaŋ ‘I will find the person and then remind about debt.’ 

 


